The sensitivity of a noncontact and nondestructive laser/microwave (LM) DLTS for defect characterization was confirmed with heat-treated czochnalski (cZ) silicon crystals. The carrier trap levels (Ef) in samples subjected to a three-step intrinsic gettering (lG) thermal process were clearly obtained with the LM-DLTS even though these samples showed no significant oxygen precipitation. The sensiriviries 0f LM-and conventional (C)-DLTS for defect diagnosis were compared each other, and the LM-DLTS is concluded to be much more sensitive to bulk microdefects in silicon crystals. The detection limits of LM-and C-DLTS 200-300mm from the seed end of the ingots. These samples were subjected to a three-step IG heat treatment ( lst: 1100'C/4h, Znd: 750"C/64h, and 3rd: 1000'C/15h) in a mixed gas (95y" Nz * 5 % Oil, but were subjected to neither extrinsic gettering treatment nor pre-annealing such as for donor annihilation to avoid any other effects on defect gene rat i on.
and conventional (C)-DLTS for defect diagnosis were compared each other, and the LM-DLTS is concluded to be much more sensitive to bulk microdefects in silicon crystals. The The detection limits of LM-and C-DLTS in defect density are lower than 1x107cm-3 and around 1x1010q11-3, as shown in Fig.2 Es(T) = 1.17 -(4.73x 10-a)Tz / (T*636) eV [3] 
Conclusion
The sensitivity for the defect characterization of a noncontact and nondestructive LM-DLTS
